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The Internet’s #1 Vaping Resource – Est. 2015




We Help People Find The Best Vapes ✅






Since 2015, VapeBeat has helped over 5 million people make the switch from smoking to vaping. If you’re new to vaping, you’ll find everything you need to know below – from tutorials to reviews and buying guides 





JOIN COMMUNITY















New To Vaping? Start Here




The Different Types of Vapes Explained




What type of vape is best for you? Learn about all the different kinds of vapes, their pros and cons, and how they work below










What Are Vape Mods? 




Add your splash of colors, pick your header, choose your favorite font — all with a few quick clicks. No coding skills required.













Learn More





→














What Are Pod Vapes? 




Your website deserves to look pixel-perfect on every device. Ollie ensures your entire design scales down gracefully.













Learn More





→














What Are Disposable Vapes? 




We obsess over performance so you don’t have to. Ollie is super lightweight and scores top marks on Google PageSpeed Insights.













Learn More





→

















What Are Vape Tanks? 




Creating unique designs has never been easier. Ollie provides dozens of expertly designed patterns for your content.













Learn More





→














Vape Juice Explained




Finely-crafted typography that makes your content shine and automatically scales down to the perfect size on every device.













Learn More





→














What Are Weed Vaporizers? 




Ollie launches with built-in pattern designs, page templates, style variations and more so you can get your site launched quickly.













Learn More





→
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Drake’s Vapes…




What vapes do professional vape reviewers actually use? 




I test hundreds of vape products every year. So what do I actually use as my daily drivers? Find out by below 👇





Drake’s 2024 Vape Stack






















What’s The Best Vape Right Now? 




Curated For You: The Best Vapes You Can Buy Right Now




With thousands of vapes released every year, cutting through the noise is next to impossible. We test hundreds of products every year and the best are listed inside our best vapes guide below







The Best Vapes Right Now














★




We do not do paid reviews or “influencer schilling” – if we like something, we tell you. If we don’t, we tell you. 










★




Choosing the right vape is tricky, especially if you’re new to the concept. Fast track your knowledge and join my personal mailing list. 
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👨🏫




LEARN




We cut through the jargon and help you understand complex vaping topics like ingredients, batteries and safety







🚀




DISCOVER




We test and review hundreds of vape products every year. If they’re good, you’ll hear about them from us







✅




CONNECT




We’re building a vape community on Facebook. You can join here – it’s private, so you’ll need to request access













Vape Juice Pairings




Find The Perfect Vape Juice For Your Pod Vape




Need some suggestions for what vape juice to run in your pod vape? Here’s some suggestions for some of the most popular pod vapes










Best Vape Juice For Pod Vapes →












Testimonials




People Just Like You Really Dig Our Content




At the end of the day, we’re here to help – and we’ve been doing this since 2015. We’ve made lots of friends along the way too…









As a newbie to vaping, I was lost in the sea of options, but VapeBeat was my lighthouse. Their clear, informative articles helped me understand the basics and their product recommendations were spot on. I found the perfect vape kit for my needs, thanks to their expert guidance
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Maryann Alpine




Product Designer











I’ve been vaping for years, but VapeBeat’s insights and in-depth reviews have opened my eyes to new possibilities. Their detailed breakdowns and honest opinions helped me discover some amazing flavors and devices I never knew existed
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Bill Glacier




Marketer














I always struggled with finding reliable vape products, but VapeBeat changed that. Their thorough reviews and easy-to-understand guides helped me make informed choices. Their passion for vaping shines through their content
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Erik Acadia




Video Producer











VapeBeat is a revelation for anyone confused by the vast world of vaping. Their articles are not only informative but also engaging, making the learning process fun. I particularly appreciate their focus on safety and responsible vaping
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Andrea Sequoia




Customer Support















Trusted by the biggest brands on the planet
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Hi, I’m Drake – I run things around here. I started VapeBeat way back in 2015, and I write most of the content









Why You Should Get My Personal Newsletter




Sometimes, writing a blog post takes too long. Or, the subject or tip is too small. But for email? These micro-tips and hacks are the perfect fit. I send emails most days, no fixed timeframes, just as and when I find out something cool that A) works, and B) moves the needle







JOIN FOR FREE TODAY













Drake’s newsletter is hilarious, random AF, and always extremely useful. It’s literally one of the only emails I actually look forward to getting!. 😍




— Mandi Cortez, LA


















The Latest and Greatest




Read our latest blog articles




Here’s a couple of our latest posts to get you started…
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E-Liquid





Best Ske Crystal Vape Juice Deals UK


Ske Crystal Vape Juice packs in tons of flavor and is easy on your coils. Here’s the best Ske Crystal Vape Juice deals in the UK right now Buy SKE Crystal Vape Juice Profile & Flavors Say goodbye to disposable vapes and hello to incredible flavor, satisfying nicotine, and huge savings with SKE Crystal’s new… 



April 8, 2024
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Tutorials





Pod Vapes: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide [2024]


What are pod vapes and should you use them? Here’s everything you need to know about pod vapes inside a single article The rise of the pod vape has been monumental. These compact, easy to use devices came out of nowhere in and around 2017 and since then have gone on to completely dominate the… 



March 29, 2024
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Disposable Vapes





Geek Bar Pulse 101: What You Need To Know


The Geek Bar Pulse is a pretty novel disposable vape device that has currently generating quite a bit of hype. Here’s everything you need to know… With its innovative features and reported 15,000 puff count (more on this in a bit), the Geek Bar Pulse aims to bridge the gap between traditional disposable vapes and… 



March 29, 2024
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Disposable Vapes





The Best Long Lasting Disposable Vapes [2024 Edition]


Looking for a disposable vape that’ll last a solid couple of weeks? Here’s the best long lasting disposable vapes you can buy right now…  Not so long ago, 7000 puffs was the absolute limit of what you could get from a disposable vape. In 2024, this is no longer the case – not with brands like… 



March 21, 2024
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Reviews





Veepon Tita-X: An Actual Leakproof Bridge


The Veepon Tita-X RBA hasn’t made a lot of noise in the industry, yet, based on performance, it’s up there with some of the industry giants. 



March 19, 2024
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Features





6 BEST Pod Vapes You Can Buy [2024] | All Killer. No Filler


In the last 12 months, I’ve tested and used around 60 pod vape devices – here’s the best pod vapes you can buy right now… The best pod vape you can buy in 2024 is the Vaporesso XROS PRO. Pound for pound, the it’s the most impressive system we’ve tested inside the last 12 months.  Check… 



March 11, 2024
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Pod Vapes





SMOK NOVO: The Complete Buyer’s Guide [2024]


Here’s a complete guide to the SMOK NOVO, detailing everyting you need to know about this popular pod vape — from its specs and design to how it works, how it performs and how it compares to other vapes Small, compact, designed to run nicotine salts e-liquid, and its battery life is fairly decent too.… 



February 12, 2024
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Pod Mods





SMOK NOVO Pro Review: This NOVO Got SKILLZ…


SMOK’s NOVO pod vapes, traditionally, are simple, beginner-friendly vapes. That’s kind of been their whole deal. But the SMOK NOVO Pro is different: it has a lot more bells and whistles, and lots more power under the hood. I got an advanced preview version of the SMOK NOVO Pro a month or so ago and… 



February 12, 2024
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Pod Vapes





Vaporesso XROS 3 vs. SMOK Nord 5: Which Is The Best Option?


Is the Vaporesso XROS 3 better than the SMOK Nord 5? How do they compare? I’ve used both extensively – here’s my verdict on which is the overall better option The SMOK Nord 5 is an immensely popular pod vape, but so too is the Vaporesso XROS 3. Most would agree that SMOK’s Nord series is… 



February 6, 2024
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Best AIO Vape? The #1 “All in One” Vape Kits [2024]


Here’s a collection of some of the best AIO – All In One – vape kits you can buy right now, based on our team’s extensive testing and research Best AIO Vapes 2024 As of right now, the best AIO vape you can buy is the Vaporesso XROS Pro. The MTL draw is outstanding, its coils last… 



February 5, 2024
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Pod Vapes





Vaporesso XROS 3 vs Vaporesso XROS Pro: Which is Best?


The Vaporesso XROS 3 is an incredible pod vape. And so too is the Vaporesso XROS Pro. But which is best and – most importantly – why? I’ve used both, here’s my overall verdict… The pod vape market is thriving, with many impressive devices launching over the past few years. Two that stand out are the Vaporesso… 



February 3, 2024
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Pod Mods





Vaporesso XROS Pro Review: Is It That Much Better?


Is the Vaporesso XROS Pro better than the XROS 3 in every way? Pretty much! Here’s my full review… Whether you’re a vaping newbie or a seasoned pro, there’s something about the XROS Pro that stands out. The XROS 3 was outstanding, still is, but the XROS Pro adds in a few little extras that… 



February 2, 2024

















Need Help? No problem.




We’ve helped millions of people get started with vaping. If you have any questions or just want plenty of actionable advice, hit the button below – it’s a direct line to Drake. 







JOIN THE COMMUNITY


















Let’s Connect!




If you want to connect with VapeBeat, we’re active on the following social media platforms – don’t be shy!









	Twitter
	Instagram
	LinkedIn
	Facebook










Company





About Us




Privacy Policy




Affiliate Info




Sitemap









Resources





Newsletter




Contact Us




Work With Us




Editorial Ethics









Useful Stuff





Vape Retailers




Vape Deals




Drake’s Gear
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